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When the FRA approached us and said they 

wanted to encourage younger people to 

take part in fell racing, Totley AC 

immediately agreed to include an U23 

category in its Series prize lists. Whilst at 

the other end of the spectrum increasing 

numbers of runners are competing on into 

greater age categories than previously, we 

of course want to make sure that younger 

runners are taking up the sport. Hopefully 

we won't need to worry about the future 

Joss Naylors and Nicky Spinks. In our own 

series we are seeing more U23 entrants, 

often students in Sheffield, who are 

pushing for positions on the shorter races.       

It bodes well for the future. 

And it is the youth who set us straight from time to time. Recently, at the 

Blacka Moor Chase, a very young Totley Family Club member asked why 

men are always put first in everything? So young Lois inspired me to 

change the prize-giving at the end of Blacka Moor and present the women's 

categories before the men's. Who knows, perhaps we will start to see more 

women's 65 and 70 categories in races around the country to equalise them 

with the men? 

For now I think we will just settle for observing the traditions with an 

occasional shake-up just to remind us not to get complacent. Lois, I expect, 

will herself be in the U23 category one day although I think right now she 

is leaning towards football. 

Look out for each other and happy running! 
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Fell Running for Kids 

Rachel Biggin  

My interest in helping out with my children’s school cross country team 

started after I heard about the Sheffield Federation for School Sports (SFSS) cross 

country races. Several friends’ children were involved as part of their primary 

school’s cross country teams and as my children are both very active I wondered 

if they’d like to take part too.  

After a bit of digging, I found out 

that Totley Primary School didn’t 

take part in any cross country 

activities, in or out of school. 

Given the location of the school, 

which is on the edge of the Peak 

District and the fact that it has 

access to some great trail running 

through Gilleyfield Woods, I 

thought it would be fantastic if 

children had the opportunity to get 

out into the countryside and do 

some off-road running. Maybe the SFFS cross country series could be a way of 

introducing cross country to the school? 

I wanted to find out more about the SFSS cross country series so I went along to a 

couple of the races to see for myself what the set up was, and to speak to the 

organisers. I was really surprised at how many schools and children participate – 

close to 30 schools across Sheffield with anywhere from 100 – 250 children 

running in each race. There are four races per meet, which take place every 3-4 

weeks from September until March. The Y4 boys and Y4 girls run distances of 

around 1 mile and the Y5/6 boys and Y5/6 girls cover approximately 1.5 miles in 

their races.  

There is quite a buzz surrounding the meets with parents actively encouraging 

their children around the course, sometimes a little too enthusiastically! The 
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majority of the children appear to enjoy the running, however there are some that 

cross the line in tears, clearly exhausted and having suffered a tumble or too in the 

mud. This is a competitive event! The races are a great way for the children to 

push themselves and test out their speed and endurance but my main motivation 

was and still is, fresh air, fitness and fun for the children. 

I approached the Deputy Head of 

Totley Primary, Ben Paxman, and 

he was incredibly positive about 

setting up a cross country team 

with my help. Initially my role 

was to co-ordinate the team, 

which meant providing details 

about the meets to the parents, 

being the point of contact at each 

race meet and recording the 

results.  

During the first year typically 6 to 8 children would come to each race and most 

children would place over 100 but there was one boy who also regularly came 3rd 

or 4th (Douggie Nuttall). It was really good to see the same children coming to 

each race, which to me showed that they were really enjoying the running. Each 

child also quickly improved race on race, and it was fantastic to see the boys and 

girls get excited when they realised they’d got a PB position.  

Despite running being an individual sport, it really feels like a team event, as the 

children cheer each other on and are very supportive of each other. If one of them 

falls, there is usually a friend there to help pick them up.  

Word soon spread about the team’s achievements. My daughter, Rosie was the 

‘official race photographer’, and would provide an article for the school website 

reporting on each race. Parents also became more engaged and started buying the 

children running kit as well as asking about other opportunities for the children to 

run off-road. Some of the children also started going along to Hallam Park Run on 

a Saturday morning. 

At the start of the second year, I suggested to Mr Paxman the idea of offering the 

Y4,5 and 6 children a cross-country practice during a lunchtime. We did a risk 
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assessment of the route, which was around 2 miles through Gilleyfield Woods, to 

finish at the park to do some games. Although I was really keen, I was also quite 

nervous about leading a practice as I felt underqualified. My DBS check had 

come through but I had no experience of coaching sport to children. I needed 

some help and I knew who to ask….my fellow runners at Totley AC!!  

I posted a request on the Totley Facebook page, asking if anyone would be 

interested in coming along to help me run some practice sessions with the school. 

The response has been fantastic and so far Steve Franklin and Bart Steen 

(excellent role models for our little runners!) have both very kindly given up their 

time to help out at the practice runs. It really has made a huge difference to the 

runs as they’ve been so encouraging and have come up with some great ideas for 

games, which the children have absolutely loved. The practices are very popular 

and we’ve had up to 30 children at a time joining in.  

The cross country team itself has grown 

and this year we had 12-14 children 

regularly taking part in the races. We now 

have a Totley Primary School flag for our 

race meets and the PTA are providing 

funding for some running kit for the team. 

Parents continue to ask if there is a local 

running club that their children can join to 

allow them to run, especially now that the 

cross country series has finished for this 

academic year.  

It got me thinking… There appear to be 

very few options open to children in 

Sheffield who enjoy cross country running. 

Especially now that the evenings are 

longer, the weather is warmer, surely it’s the perfect time to take children out onto 

the fells? And we are incredibly lucky to have such beautiful countryside literally 

on our doorstep. I spoke with Bart about my intention to take some children out 

for a run around Blackamoor, to see what he thought about the idea. We quickly 

decided that any child wishing to take part would have to be accompanied by a 

responsible adult. That way, we would not be held personally responsible for the 
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health and safety of the children, although we would take a first aid kit and offer 

hi-vis vests to be on the safe side!  

So, back in March, the first informal junior fell run took place, covering 4 miles 

around Blackamoor and two very steep ascents. The children (and parents) did 

incredibly well and we had a lot of fun. It was also really nice to have the support 

and help of several Totley members – Mick O’Hanlon, Louise Goodhill, Rachel 

Steen and of course, Bart.  

I’m not sure what the next step is but I’m hoping to continue encouraging local 

children to get out running for more fresh air, fitness, fun and fells! And I’d like 

to think it could involve Totley AC in some shape or form! 

Taking Running Shoes to Parkrun South 

Africa 
Ian Cooper 

I can't remember how and why I got the idea. I had attended the 3rd parkrun in 

South Africa in 2011 and I knew Bruce Fordyce, the chap behind the parkrun 

explosion there (and also 9 time winner of the SA 90km Comrades marathon, and 

winner of London to Brighton 3 years in succession). I also knew that many 

parkrunners there ran barefoot and that families generally gave their old clothes 

and shoes to their maid or gardener for their families. So I contacted Bruce in 

January 2016 and asked if bringing used, but reasonable condition, running shoes 

out with me was a good idea - our son lives in SA so when we travel there outside 

Christmas we have an empty suitcase - and he agreed. 

So I collected shoes donated by TAC members, and in March 2016 took 12 pairs 

to Delta parkrun in Johannesburg. The shoes were handed over at Nkomazi 

parkrun, a run frequented by less well off runners, by Dave Moorcroft and Paul 

Sinton-Hewitt (parkrun founder). 

It was well received, so after speaking again with Bruce, I repeated it in March 

2017, again with shoes donated by TAC members, plus 4 pairs from the Peels 

(SYO). This time it was 16 pairs, so 28 pairs in total. The second lot were handed 
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over at Prince Albert parkrun in the Karoo, and here is the message I got from Gill 

Fordyce, Bruce's wife:- 

"Thank you so much for the huge amount of running shoes that you brought. They 

are bulky and heavy and it was amazing that you travelled from the UK with so 

many shoes. 

We are sending them to Prince Albert this year. The hamlet is located in the 

Karoo and is home to a high concentration of people born with foetal alcohol 

syndrome – South Africa has the highest rate of FAS in the world, which I’m sure 

you know is caused by pregnant mothers drinking. There is no cure. People with 

FAS have permanent brain damage and find it difficult to think and reason, 

remember, adjust; they cannot follow arguments; they have a low intelligence 

level and difficulties with learning. They are most likely to be surviving on a 

meagre government disability grant. 

Parkrun offers a form of exercise and a sense of community, but they often run 

barefoot as they cannot afford running shoes. 

Your very generous donation will help them so much. 

Thank you once again." 

I am a trustee of a UK learning disability charity so this was particularly relevant 

for me. 

 Pictures of the 2 lots of shoes are below - TAC folk may recognise theirs. 
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I think it's been really worthwhile doing, and at no cost to me. Every little helps. 

So when I come begging for shoes again you know where they go. And it has 

been picked up in SA as, at the Delta parkrun where I handed over the second lot, 

the Race Director asked for donations of shoes for children.  

Thanks for your help, Ian Cooper 

Running in Pregnancy 
Carla Gibbons 

I was asked to write this article for the club magazine and hope this may be of 

interest not just to pregnant women and women who are considering having 

children in the future but also run leaders, coaches or anyone who may be a 

friend/partner/husband to someone who may consider running through pregnancy. 

More and more women wish to maintain their fit and active lifestyles when they 

are pregnant and there is no reason for them not to in a normal, uncomplicated 

pregnancy.  In fact recommendations for pregnant women are in line with advice 

for the general population, which advises 30 minutes of moderate activity daily, 

so if a runner is used to running regularly there is no need to stop unless they want 

to. However the best advice is still to speak to a midwife or doctor first. Evidence 

shows that exercising during 

pregnancy can benefit the health of 

both the mother and baby. 

Furthermore there is no evidence 

that continuing to run increases the 

risk of miscarriage, premature 

labour or low birth weight babies.  

That said it’s obviously not the 

time to attempt to reach new PB’s! 

It’s important to listen to the body. 

There is a common misconception 

that exercise intensity should be 

within certain heart rate 

parameters however this is 

unreliable in pregnancy because of 
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the complicated changes involving the blood and circulatory system so the best 

guide is a ‘talk test’. This is an intensity where you can continue a conversation 

while running, so important to have a running pal along with you to check you 

can chat!  

The 1st trimester can be challenging. It’s quite likely early in the pregnancy that 

the woman may be suffering from tiredness and nausea so may not feel like 

running. The best advice is to listen to the body. But if the woman is feeling fit 

and well there is no reason why her running can’t continue pretty much as before 

she became pregnant. Care should be taken in very hot conditions though as if 

core temperature rises too much this could potentially cause a risk to the growing 

baby. 

During the 2nd trimester women often find they have more energy so may feel 

more like running but it’s important not to over do it. A hormone called relaxin 

begins to take effect in the 2nd trimester. The job of this hormone is to relax the 

joints and ligaments around the pelvis to aid the body with giving birth. However 

it affects all ligaments so joints will be more lax making it much easier to twist an 

ankle for example so care should be taken particularly with off road running and 

stretches should not be held beyond normal range or for longer than 10 seconds. 

As posture changes and the bump develops balance often gets worse which again 

has implications for off road running. It is probably advisable to stick to good 

tracks and well packed trails or paths to minimise the risk of falls. 

By the 3rd trimester there will be quite a significant bump, which will affect 

posture and running technique. It is ok to continue running as long as it is 

comfortable. But it is very important to listen to the body it is quite common to 

get tired.  

I ran up to approximately 30 weeks.  I gradually reduced the length of runs and 

added more walking breaks particularly on hills. I enjoy off road running but 

particular care was needed due to the risk of falls due to changes in centre of 

gravity as my bump grew and lax joints so I tried to stick with fairly flat well 

maintained trails. Over time I swapped some running for swimming and I also 

dipped into some antenatal exercises classes beyond 30 weeks, which is nice for 

meeting other mums to be as well as the exercise. 

Back to running  

My advice would be that goals shouldn't be about getting back to reaching your 

Parkrun PB as quick as possible. It should be exercising to feel good, I found/find 

the social element of running is most important for me. Initially walking with the 
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buggy was the best exercise gradually building up the distance and difficulty of 

walks. I felt able to do this after about 4/5 weeks but everybody is different. 

 I found however little sleep I had the fresh air and exercise helped me feel more 

energised and gave me a dose of feel good endorphins which helped lift my mood. 

It’s worth remembering if you aren’t getting much sleep recovery from your runs 

will take longer too. Over time I added to my daily walks by taking part in a 

postnatal class and building in some running. I waited for my six week postnatal 

check and the doctor said it was fine to run if I took it steady. The NHS couch to 

5k is an excellent starting point. I found my fitness seemed to come back quickly 

however it's worth remembering fitness comes back quicker than muscle and 

tendon strength so it's best not to push too far or fast too soon. Evening run 

sessions with the running club were a challenge for me due to breast feeding. 

Although my little boy would take a bottle from Dad if I went out. I found it a 

bind to have to express milk when I got home. So I often tried to arrange to meet 

with a friend or two at other times. 

This is a rough guide as to how a running programme could be adapted through 

the trimesters. Over time there is a gradual reduction in the amount of running and 

a reduction in pace. It may be a good idea to swap a run session for some sort of 

cross training. Thinking in terms of time out running rather than distance is a good 

way to think about running rather than worrying about pace and distance. 

Typical week pre pregnancy 

Rest day 

5mile steady run 

Rest day 

Speed session-intervals  5 miles total 

Rest day 

Parkrun 

Long steady run off road 7 miles 

1st Trimester (8 weeks) 

Rest day 

Steady run 40 min 

Rest day 

Steady run 40 min 

Rest day 

Rest day 

Long steady run 1 hour 

2nd Trimester (18 weeks) 

Rest day 

40min steady run walking up hills 

Rest day 

40 min interval jog/walk 

Rest day 

Rest day 

Swim  

3rd Trimester (30 weeks) 

Rest day 

30min jog/walk 

Rest day 

Antenatal exercise class 

Rest day 

Rest day 

Swim 
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Further info if you wish to know more… 

I have handouts and books which I am happy to lend out if anyone is interested or 

wants to know more. 

Useful websites: 

https://www.tommys.org/pregnancy-information/im-pregnant/exercise-

pregnancy/what-kind-exercises-can-i-do/running-pregnancy 

NHS info on exercising during pregnancy 

http://www.nhs.uk/conditions/pregnancy-and-baby/pages/pregnancy-

exercise.aspx 

Totley on Track 

Dave Milns 

So this is the first time I have ever written anything for the Totley Magazine so 

please forgive me for my terrible writing style, not to mention the endless amount 

of grammatical errors that are bound to be there – here goes! 

Sam has been asking me to write about the possibilities of Track and Field in 

Sheffield for some time and, mainly down to laziness and a recent injury (killing 

me not running!), I just haven't found the time nor motivation to put pen to paper. 

It's about time I did so I want to briefly write about the possibility of Totley AC 

getting involved in Athletics in the near future. 

I know we are predominantly a Fell Running and Road Running Club and I 

appreciate these areas cater for the masses, truth be told Road Running is where 

my heart lies but my passion for athletics has led me to actually getting on the 

track and racing of late. 

'Cards on the table' I am an athletics boff! I was there in 2012 paying silly money 

to be in that stadium seeing Jessica Ennis on day 1 of the heptathlon, I will be 

watching the 2017 IAAF World Championships all summer and I can be found 

regularly travelling along the M1 to Birmingham's Alexander Stadium to watch 

the British Athletics Series. I love it! 
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My mistake was telling people at work I love it. For those who don't know, I work 

at a secondary school and the minute the staff found out I have an interest in 

athletics, I was given all of the school athletics teams to run. However, it was at a 

schools athletics event where the seed was planted for me to have a go on the 

track and not merely spectate. 

A friend of mine who is a teacher at another school in Sheffield also competes for 

the City of Sheffield AC. He told me there are a series of Open Meets that cater 

for all abilities. He had seen me numerous times at Woodburn Road, usually with 

Laura completing reps and sessions (a few of us have been training on the track 

for over a year) and said why don't I enter an Open. Last summer I bit the bullet 

and did it. 

It was a great experience but completely different to running on the road or fell. 

Last Summer I entered the City of Sheffield AC Run Jump Throw Series and ran 

an 800m and a 1500m. In the winter months I entered their equivalent Run Jump 

throw Series Indoors at the English Institute of Sport and ran three 800m races as 

well as a 1500m. 

At each of these races, I headed to the start line nervous, apprehensive and 

thinking 'I'm not sure about this'. Each time, there was a sensation of no hiding 

place – you can't blend in with the masses if you are having bad run. 

But as soon as the gun goes that all changes. It felt fast, intense and exciting. Each 

time the experience of running on the track left me 'buzzing'. The adrenaline rush 

was immense. I can't quite explain how exciting it is until you give it a go. 

For the stattos out there – I ran the following times. 

13th July 2016 – 1500m: 4:44, 7th in my heat. 

10th August 2016 – 800m: 2:19, 3rd in my heat. 

14th December 2016 – 800m (i): 2:20, 2nd in my heat. 

4th January 2017 2017 – 800m (i): 2:19, 3rd in my heat. 

29th January 2017 – 1500m( (i): 4:39, 5th in my heat. 

7th February 2017 – 800m (i): 2:20, 2nd in my heat. 

My heart will always lie in Road Running and I appreciate the concept of running 

around in circles can’t compare to the views and experiences you get on the Fell 

but track running does offer something else. In addition, the misconception it is 
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only for the unbelievably quick is so wrong.  Open meets grade your race in 

accordance to the time you expect to run. 

In the winter I saw a 70 year old run a 1500m and receive a standing ovation 

when he crossed the line. How inclusive can you get?! 

For a while now (until my gut wrenching injury) I have been doing sessions on 

the Track at Woodburn Road. Most clubs do Track workouts once a week so the 

more Totleys the merrier! 

In terms of having a go at Track Racing – do it! Find an Open Meet and bite the 

bullet. 

Search City of Sheffield AC and look for their Run, Jump, Throw Series. 

Well worth a go. 

Let's get the Green of Totley on the Track too! 

World Masters Games/Orienteering 

Champs 

Auckland May 2017 

Ian Cooper 

The WMOC takes place annually but every 4 years 

it gets linked to the WMG - unfortunately this 

tended to inflate costs in New Zealand, as 1800 

orienteers (in Europe it's normally about 4000) 

were swelled by 26000 competitors in other sports. 

The impact on Auckland for the week of 

competition was pretty significant, especially on 

rest days. The WMOC has just voted to 

disassociate itself from future WMGs, which is 

good news from where I sit. The competition in 

the WMOC is at a different level to the WMG. I 

sent on Facebook the winning age times for the 
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women's 10k road race and Yvonne and Pat would have loved to have been there. 

In my orienteering age class of men 70-74 there were 180 competitors, including 

ex-elite and current international runners - a Belgian international had entered the 

same age class in the 6km cross country as a warm down after the O; he ended up 

with a silver medal in 27 1/2 mins out of 6 competitors (although the race was 

swelled by runners in other age classes). 

Monika and I have competed at about 15 WMOCs, all in the northern hemisphere. 

She is technically much better than me and finished 4th in her age class in Austria 

in 2006, but deteriorating eyesight and knee arthritis means that she is not now at 

that level, but it's still a great week of competition against friends from all round 

the world, and a great way to visit other countries. 

The O format is all in men and women's age classes, from 35 up to (this year) 90 

plus. Course distances are longest for the 'young' men and shortest for the 'oldies', 

with distance determined by set estimated winning times. There is a sprint event, 

with winning times of about 14 minutes, which includes a qualifying heat to 

establish whether you then run in the A, B or C final. Both races were held on 

Auckland university campuses. There is then a long forest event, with winning 

times about 50 minutes, which includes 2 qualification races, with your 

cumulative result determining which final you run in. Start times are 1 minute or 2 

minutes apart so in both my finals starts were spread over 140 minutes. In both 

the sprint and long forest finals, the fastest qualifier starts last so they are chasing 

competitors who, nominally, are slower than them. But tactics comes into it - 

none of the top runners wants to start last but want to be in the last 10 starters. 

So how did I do? My sprint heat was in a really technical area, where many turns 

and dead ends made route choice difficult and really slowed the faster runners. I 

did well, finishing 5th out of 77, so qualified for the A final 10th from the end (as 

there had been 2 heats). But then a disaster in the final. It was quite a different 

area, without the same level of technical detail and suiting the runners more. I 

completely blew 2 controls out of 18 (you can't make a mistake in a sprint) and 

that was it - finished in a poor 29th out of 78. But there was dinner in the 

Auckland Sky Tower to look forward to that night. 

After a rest day, it was off to Maori owned Woodhill Forest NW of Auckland. 

This is a lovely mainly pine forest on sand dunes, with no undergrowth and very 
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fast running coupled with a lot of contour detail, and about 50 kms long in total. 

My first qualification heat was steady, with no significant mistakes, and I finished 

14th out of 50 - easily in the A final. On to day 2 in a different part of Woodhill. 

What a mess, in a very technical and detailed forest - after big navigation errors at 

the 1st and 3rd controls I had resigned myself to missing the A final, but many 

people had also struggled so my position of 25 out of  49 actually meant I started 

in 55th place in the A final ie with 55 starting after me. After another rest day - 

more wine - it was off to another part of Woodhill for the final. I put my course on 

Facebook so many of you will have 

seen it. It was again technical but faster 

running, and it clicked. You quickly 

realise if you are reading the contours 

and running well. I knew that I was 

passing people on my course and doing 

fine, but then I got tired - some of you 

know I have angina and I run out of 

steam - and I made mistakes controls 

15/16 if the 19 controls. I still finished 

in 29th out of 76 but without those 

mistakes I would have been about 17th and very happy. But that's life, enjoy it 

while you can and move on. 

All in all, and despite the travel, a great week; really well organised with good 

technical orienteering providing a real challenge. Estonia was 2016, now on to 

Denmark in 2018 and Latvia in 2019. We will meet the same people from all over 

the world and renew the friendships and competition - you greet people as if it 

was yesterday you last met, really social but at the same time competitive. 

For those who attended my 2017 navigation course, I did discover that my South 

African compass worked ok, even if the needle was slightly angled so rotation 

was not as clean. Luckily Monika used that and I used our one Australasian 

compass. 

Here is ex-TAC member Monika on the sandy runin at Woodhill final - she 

finished an excellent 4th in her B final, where you will always get a couple of top 

runners who for various reasons did not make the A final - and me before the start 

of Auckland's Cornwall parkrun. 
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Suse n Sam do the LAMM* 

Lowe Alpine Mountain Marathon - the connoisseur’s 

mountain marathon (apparently) 
Susan Hird 

Sometime back near the start of the year, Sam sent round an email to a bunch of 

people. “Anyone fancy doing the LAMM? It’s a north year this year”. “Sorry 

Sam, no, it’s too far away” came several responses. “Yes!” I replied, without 

having looked properly. “Great!” said Sam and promptly entered us as a team. 

“We can do C class I reckon” he said. “It’ll be like the Saunders!” he continued.  

“Oh crap!” I thought when I actually looked at the LAMM website properly, 4 

weeks before the race. “It’s somewhere an hour and half from Inverness. Going to 

have to sort out travel n stuff.” 

Cue quick email to my parents who live in Stirling. “You around weekend 3 / 4 

June?” “Yes!” replied my mum. “Will be great to see you for the weekend, your 

sister is around that weekend with your nephew.” “Ah.” I responded “well 

actually….are you OK if I turn up at about 11.30pm on Thursday night, eat your 

food, drink your booze, then bugger off on Friday at lunchtime after demanding a 

lift to the train station then return sometime on Sunday evening starving and 

smelly with a strange man called Sam in tow, and stay the night?”. 

“Yes” said my mum. “Do you think you’ll want a roast chicken dinner on the 

Sunday when you get here?” Err…duh…. I love my mum. 

Friday 2 June: Sam and I met at Inverness train station, Sam having spent the 

week acclimatising in the mountains of Torridon whilst I slogged at a desk in 

Sheffield. After a quick trawl round Morrisons buying food and thanking Sam for 

buying us both midge nets (for which we both had cause to be grateful several 

times over the weekend), we set off for the LAMM event centre which was near 

Dundonnell, a few miles south of Ullapool. The event location had been 

announced Thursday lunchtime, so we knew we were in for 2 days of bimbling 

round the Dundonnell, Fisherfield and Fannich hills. Having scrambled my way 

over An Teallach’s fabulous ridge in a heatwave a couple of years earlier, I knew 

we were in for a good time. It’s one of my favourite bits of the highlands. 
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The weather was glorious and we made good time, arriving at our base for the 

night at about 7pm. Tent pitched, then off to the food tent for some scran and a 

beer, before settling down to the tricky task of what to pack. “How much food?” 

“Extra thermals?” “Thermarest or no thermarest?” “How much water?” After 

about 2 hours of faffage (and first use of the midgie nets as the sun dropped and 

the wee beasties made their presence felt), we were both satisfied that we had 

everything sorted. Though I was starting to realise my first mistake. I’d made 

some peanut butter and jam sandwiches for Saturday and Sunday, but had also 

bought peanutty cereal bars (2 different sorts) to snack on, as well as some 

Snickers bars. “Hmmm” I thought. “Perhaps too much peanut-age. Well I like 

peanuts, I’m sure it’ll be fine….” 

5.45am Saturday morning: 

awake before the bagpiper, we 

shoved in some food, neither of 

us feeling much like it, and got 

ourselves ready for our 7am start 

time. The weather was still 

glorious though the wee feckers 

were also up and about, which 

made for an impromptu warm up 

of some vigorous walking and 

arm waving until it was time to 

go. We were given our map by a 

woman swathed in midge netting 

and told to make our way to the 

bus. 

“The BUS?” we chorused, 

incredulously. 

“Yes, the bus” she repeated patiently and pointed up the road.  

We trotted up the road and climbed aboard a large coach, plonking ourselves near 

the front, behind two young chaps with tiny shorts, headbands, funky shades and 

cool stares. “Think they’re in for the win?” whispered Sam. “Yes” I whispered 

back “either that or going for The Village People Do The Lamm look.” Off the 

The Friday night bag-pack-faff: 

altogether now! You put your head torch 

in, your spare buff out, in out, in out and 

shake it all about, you do the midgie-

widgie and you flail around, that’s what 

it’s all about SEE! 
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coach went, driving further and further….and further….dropping off the D and 

Score class people…then going further….and a bit further….before finally 

stopping what felt like 2 miles outside of Inverness and letting us, the B and C 

class folks, off (Elites and A class were elsewhere).  

We were off! Glorious sunshine and no clouds made the first checkpoint easy 

(though we were trying not to just follow people!). Spirits were high and 

suncream was on. 

“Damn! I forgot to pack teabags!” I said. “Me too” said Sam. “Bollocks” said I. 

There was a short period of 

mourning.   

An hour or so in, we saw the Village 

People LAMMers heading back 

towards us at speed. “Got a spare 

size 9 shoe?” one of them asked, the 

other one waving a shoe sans sole 

with a grin on his face. Sorry – took 

it out last night – thought it was 

overkill we trilled, giggling. They 

headed on past, back to the start.  

The rest of the day (nearly 17 miles, 1200m of ascent) took on a regular pattern: 

we slogged up Munros/Corbetts/Grahams, Sam would get to the top a few 

minutes ahead of me, work out the route to the next check point, and ask my 

opinion. I’d nod, unable to see for the sweat pouring into my eyes and unable to 

speak because I was dying, then we’d set off….This worked very well, and on the 

odd occasion we’d have a quick conflab about best route choice, agree on 

something then stick with it. We even 

made time to stop for lunch (well the 

weather was so nice it would have 

been rude not to) though by this time I 

was already starting to regret my 

peanut-tastic food choices.  

The rain moved in as we were 

slogging up the final hill before the 

Day 1 Munro 

Mid camp 
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descent to the overnight camp at Lochivraon, but luckily didn’t come to much, 

though was enough for us to put our jackets on. After a last bit of perfect 

navigation from Sam to hit the final two control points bang on, we (well I at 

least) staggered in to the overnight camp spot. Tent quickly put up and some well-

earned lying on the ground ensued. The weather was still sunny and warm, and 

there was a great atmosphere in mid camp.  We whiled away the time with food, 

chat with other competitors and a handful of Guardian crosswords. By 9.30pm it 

was time to turn in for the night, though ‘night’ didn’t really come at all since we 

were so far north. 

Still it made getting up at 5.20am more 

bearable as it was so light. Again we 

were just in advance of the bagpiper, 

who played a wonderful rendition of 

‘Mhairi’s wedding’ which kept me 

humming to myself for a lot of the 

day, until it got deeply irritating to be 

thinking ‘step we gaily on we go’ as I 

was staggering extremely ungaily 

through heather and juniper, all the 

skin flayed off my shins through my rookie error of choosing to wear three 

quarter length leggings. Still, on the plus side, staggering through juniper releases 

a wonderful smell of gin… 

Anyway I digress. As Sam and I weren’t in the chasing start, we were allowed to 

start anytime between 6.30 and 

7.30am. We decided to start as close to 

6.30am as we could, as we knew it 

would take us 6 hours or so to get back 

to the start, before the long drive back 

to Stirling. We trotted off, soon to be 

faced by the first big slog uphill of the 

day, the misery of which was 

alleviated by the entertaining fight 

going on between mixed pairs 7 and 8. 

Mid camp storm’s a comin’ 

Day 2 
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Mixed pair 7 bloke was carrying everything, mixed pair 7 woman nothing (and I 

mean nothing – no rucksack at all). Mixed pair 8 were distinctly unimpressed… 

Day 2 was close to 15 miles with nearly 1000m of ascent. Apart from a fabulous 

long ridge down off the first hill, a lot of the day wasn’t particularly runnable as 

the ground underfoot was so challenging, 

which was probably just as well as I 

wasn’t really that capable of running 

(though I channelled my inner Caryl 

Hartwright and did a lot of fast marching 

up hill). By 8.30am I was chomping my 

way through several Snickers bars – 

despite my new-found loathing of all 

things peanut, my general greed and love 

of chocolate carried me through.  

We were spectacularly lucky again with the weather, with great visibility and only 

some occasional drizzle throughout the morning. Again Sam made some excellent 

route choices, and it was only by the second to last check point that we were 

starting to flag. But by then we could smell the finish (and ourselves). The last 

3km proved to be almost the worst, as we made what seemed like the obvious 

route choice, only to find ourselves having to scale not one but two deer fences, 

bash our way through rhoddies, and 

stumble our way across knee-high ankle-

breaking tussocks. Finally we found the 

path we’d been looking for, and sprinted (if 

12 minute mile pace counts as sprinting) 

the remaining few hundred metres to the 

finish. As we turned the corner into the 

home straight, we saw the Village People 

LAMMers cheering people home. “Did you 

get a new shoe?” we yelled. “Yes!” was the 

reply – apparently the race organiser has 

kept a spare size 9 in race HQ for years for precisely this reason…. 

Finish! Collapse. Eat food. Nom nom. Eat more food. Drink tea. And coke. And 

more tea. More food. CRISPS! A drop more tea? Don’t mind if I do, vicar. 

Day 2 in front of An Teallach 

Finished! 
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Quick pack the tent up - rain’s coming! Then into Sam’s car for the four hour 

drive to Stirling. My mum came up trumps with roast chicken, potatoes and all the 

trimmings (including skirlie – an Aberdonian specialty – ask Sam for his 

views…). 

Winner winner chicken dinner! 

Things I have learned: 

- Don’t just buy food with peanuts in 

it, you eejit 

- Have more savoury food for the 

overnight camp 

- Always, always, ALWAYS wear 

full length leggings unless you like 

having all the skin flayed off your 

shins 

- Take less stuff 

- But don’t forget the midgie net 

- Have Sam as your buddy, we had a blast! 

 

Keep the Sea on the Right 
Louise Goodhill 

After many months of planning, which involved numerous prosecco drinking 

evenings and afternoons of tea and cake we were all prepared for our 

Northumberland Coastal path weekend. 65 miles of stunning scenery starting off 

in Cresswell and finishing in Berwick with 3 

overnight stops.  

We all met at Sheffield station with our 

luggage!!! Well, I say luggage, but Biggin looked 

like she’d moved out and turned up with the 

biggest case I’ve ever seen, it was nearly as big 

as me. I mean how much running stuff do you 

need for a weekend? Surely she had enough for a 

Post-LAMM hairstyle 
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month’s trip. 

The laughter then commenced and carried on the whole weekend! 

Once we’d arrived and dropped off our ‘excess’ bags 

we knocked off the first 11 miles in the afternoon from 

Cresswell to Warkworth which consisted of deserted 

beaches and undulating paths through the sand dunes, 

and of course a tea stop along the way. We somehow 

managed to fit in a little shopping for Puffin jam and a 

look around a lobster hatchery. Clive recommended The 

Old Boat House for good food and he was certainly 

right, the fish was fantastic (so was the prosecco). We 

stayed in Warkworth next to the castle at the The Sun 

Hotel which was great apart from the disco going on downstairs until the early 

hours. 

Day 2; raring to go; fuelled with a hearty breakfast and 

lathers of suntan cream ready for the soaring temperatures; 

we started off with enthusiastic warmup stretches. This 

was our longest day and after 6 miles decided to re-

hydrate at the beach pub for a pint of coke and salty crisps 

– delicious in the heat. The route was again beautiful and 

our navigation expert Rachel Steen was doing a fine job 

“just keep the sea on the right”. During endless miles on 

the beach, the sea was becoming more and more inviting 

so we decided to bite the bullet, dump our bags and go 

for a swim. Brrrrr it was freezing but an exhilarating 

necessity and I LOVED it. After our dip and a few 

miles drying off, Kim mentioned the word ice lolly! 

That was it, we NEEDED an ice lolly. Finally, we 

found an ice cream van but cried when all they sold 

was ice cream - we wanted a cider refresher! 

Frustratingly we settled for a carton of Ribenna which 

Bird inhaled rather than drank. 8 hours later we arrived 

(crawling rather than running) at The Old School 
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House in Seahouses and collapsed! -post run 

stretches were nowhere to be seen. 

Day 3 was yet another scorcher and another 20 

ish miles ahead of us, so plenty of liquid to flush 

out last night’s prosecco; a good breakfast and 

the toe condoms in place (the gel toenail 

protector got a new name for itself - Jonny). We 

replaced our warmup stretches with vaulting 

practice over numerous gates which wasn’t very 

aesthetic. Today’s part of the route went slightly in land with high corn fields, 

woodland, and farmland – along with cows – lots of cows! To say we’re a little 

apprehensive of cows would be an understatement. Kim however looked after us 

and kept us safe through the endless farms, what she probably didn’t know was 

she’d have been carrying most of us if they’d hastily moved.  Bird on the other 

hand decides to make up convincing stories about cows which we all believed. 

What a load of Bull she talks! 

Lunch consisted of yummy cakes in Belford but by 13 

miles of this heat, yesterday’s ice lolly craving was 

becoming a serious obsession. We ran past Bamburgh 

castle which towers above the beach in a breathtaking 

perspective. We also had to phone the signalman to ask 

his permission to cross the train tracks, which did feel a 

little bit like being in a Thomas the tank engine book. 

 Back on the cliff tops in the middle of nowhere, the heat 

had finally got to Bird as she started hallucinating and 

shouts “an ice cream van”. This was not a funny joke, I 

was about to push her off the cliff edge if she was lying – but she wasn’t. After 

salivating, I nearly kissed the ice cream man and despite it melting within a 

minute it truly was the best lolly I’ve ever had.  

Another 7 hours later we arrived at our accommodation, Fenham Farm which is a 

seriously impressive farmhouse with welcoming hosts and a ‘loyalty bar’ – oh 

dear forget the post-run stretches again, that’ll be another bottle of prosecco 

please! 
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Our final day started off with stiff 

legs, achy muscles, grass pollen 

allergies and a re-used washed out 

rather sandy toe condom. We only 

had 12 miles to complete but were 

keen to push on with a train to catch. 

Before our final descent into Berwick 

we caught a glimpse of a wild dolphin 

which was such a wonderful treat. 

What a perfect end to a perfect 

weekend. Thanks ladies, it just proves 

that running can be such fun! 

Failing the Bob Graham Round 

Joe Farnell 

I’m still pretty miffed to have to call it a failure. A lot of people put time and 

effort into supporting me on the attempt. It’s not like I felt I let them down, as 

they can all appreciate it was pretty damn tough, but it would have been so much 

better to be celebrating at the end. 

Hearing about other friends’ successful attempts makes me criticise my own. 

What was it about theirs that made them get round? The time they started? The 

weather? The food they ate? Or were they just better prepared, fitter and ready for 

it? Don’t get me wrong, I’m incredibly happy and pleased for my friends who’ve 

got round, but I can’t help be slightly jealous too. 

For those who weren’t aware, I attempted the Bob Graham round in May this 

year, but had to bail. 

The Bob Graham Round is a fell running challenge in the Lake District, named 

after a Keswick guest-house owner, who in June 1932 broke the Lakeland Fell 

record by getting around 42 fells within a 24 hour period. There is a route which 

most runners will follow either clockwise or anti-clockwise, but the challenge is 

simply start at Moot Hall (Keswick), summit all 42 peaks, and return to Moot Hall 

within 24 hours. The standard route will see successful runners cover 
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approximately 66 miles (depending on how well the navigation goes), and ascend 

a whopping 27,000 ft of ascent. 

So for me it started about 18 months ago. I completed the Spine Challenger (an 

ultra race of the first 108 miles of the Pennine Way, winter conditions) and the 

thought of a Bob Graham attempt entered my mind. OK, the distance is less, but 

terrain, ascent, and speed to run at, is much more difficult. Then in August I 

completed the Dig Deep Ultra Tour of the Peak District (60 miles, 8,900 ft ascent 

ultra race in the Peak District) in what I believed to be a pretty decent time. I 

remember recovering from that race pretty quickly for me compared to earlier in 

the year. Within one week I was back to running 10 miles in just about my 

average time. I considered myself to have moved above novice ranking in long 

distance running events. 

I knew 2017 was going to be a busy summer of weddings and stag dos, so set a 

date aside in mid-May to give it a go. I knew if it wasn’t going to be then, it 

would have to be the end of summer, or 2018. 

6 months flew by, trying to train for the challenge. My main aim was to get up to 

the Lake District to recce all the route as many times as possible. Turns out that’s 

pretty hard to do in the winter. Either there’s too much snow on the ground to run, 

the weekend is already booked up, or the forecast is too awful to waste the petrol 

money getting up there. This meant the recces were left to the two months prior to 

the date I’d set. I know the Lake District pretty well, so was still hopeful I’d get to 

know the route well enough for the day, but was concerned about how fit I’d be. 

How do you train to keep your body going for such long periods of time? I go 

running three or four times a week, usually three at about 10k and one longer one 

at the weekends. Is this enough? I’m not an expert but if anyone were to ask me 

I’d say from my experience, get out in the hills, jogging the flats but walking the 

uphills for long days. Just between 4 to 6 hours, not silly long 24 hour days. On 

ultras, half of it is a mental battle. You get some real low points. Real low. I don’t 

think it’s healthy to be putting your mind through that in regular training. But 

when you do the race, and you hit that low point, know that it will pass. Battle on. 

Push through. It will get better. There is a light at the end of the tunnel, and it will 

make the end achievement worth it so much more. 
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Friday 12th May arrived, and I’m outside Moot Hall waiting for the clock to strike 

6pm. A team of 12 supporters have travelled from various places in the UK to 

help carry my kit, feed me, navigate for me, and push me through the next 24 

hours. 

As soon as the clock struck 6pm, the rain started. A local runner had just finished 

work, and kindly ran the first half mile with us, showing a sneaky shortcut 

through the car park leisure centre to get to the track to head up Skiddaw. Leg 1 

took us in and out of the cloud and the mist, over Skiddaw, Great Calva and 

Blencathra. The mist caused the descent of Hall’s Fell to be slow and slippy, 

meaning we arrived at the first changeover at about 10.10pm, about 10 minutes 

behind schedule. Not to worry though, it was a 22.5 hours schedule so I could 

afford to lose some time, and I’d rather be steady at the start than sprinting off too 

fast. Spirits were high and after a bowl of soup and change of clothes, a fresh pair 

of support runners lead the way off on 

leg 2 into the dark. 

The pull up Clough Head was tough, 

and we remained a bit behind the 

schedule, but still not a major worry 

as I had the time to take it steady. It 

was at this point that we were in the 

cloud, and would be for pretty much 

the whole duration of leg 2, over the 

Dodds and Helvellyn range. It was slow going. The girls did an amazing job of 

finding the way to the summit of each hill, but it was slow going. From past 

experience, I know I find it difficult to keep pushing in the very early hours of the 

morning. My body isn’t used to taking food on board at that time, and it just 

wants to rest. It was one of those low points, feeling sick and tired, but knowing I 

could push through and it would get better. It was made worse by the frustration 

that when the terrain became flatter and runnable, it was still slow moving 

because my headtorch just lit up the cloud in front of me, doing very little to aid 

spot where I wanted to place my feet two metres ahead. This put the arrival at 

changeover 2 about 55 minutes behind schedule. Again, no major concern, if I 

could run the rest of the way to the schedule, I’d still have 35 minutes spare. 
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Well, if I thought leg 2 was hard, I was in for a shock on leg 3. It’s a steep climb 

up from Dunmail Raise to Steel Fell, and within the first hundred metres we were 

back to struggling to see a few metres ahead. I know the trick of holding the 

headtorch by your knees to light up the fog/ground around the floor rather than 

your head, but you can’t keep running like that for 6+ hours. It’s difficult picking 

a good line over Calf Crag in the daylight, but it’s a nightmare in the dark and fog. 

When the light got better at around 4am so did my spirits. I knew it was slow 

moving, but my body was beginning to wake up and I knew things were getting 

better. The fog didn’t ease, and the wind and rain picked up. The Langdale Pikes 

were wet and slippy. The ascent of Bowfell brought us onto rocky terrain which I 

knew we had to put up with all the way over 6 summits to Scafell. Fog. Wind. 

Rain. Sleet. The easy rock climb of Broad Stand was out of the question, but 

thanks to a friend who was there from 5am to assess it, decide it should not be 

climbed, and then stand around for the next 3 and a half hours until we arrived. 

More time wasted having to move so 

delicately, and descend to go on the 

Foxes Tarn route. This put us arriving 

at the changeover 3 about 1 hour 45 

minutes behind schedule. This wasn’t 

good. It meant I’d have to run faster 

than schedule to keep within 24 hours, 

and it was proper grim on the fells. I 

needed to change clothes as I was 

soaked to the bone, and get some food down me. I was contemplating whether it 

was worth carrying on. The guys supporting leg 4 were ready to go. I knew the 

terrain got easier from now on, and so did the nav. It was reasonable underfoot 

and there was a chance I could make time up. All the faffing took 15 minutes, but 

I decided we should still give it a crack. 2 hours behind my schedule, 30 minutes 

to make up over the next 7.5 hours to keep it within 24 hours. 

The push up Yewbarrow was hard but my body and my mind were feeling good. 

The support runners were doing a great job of distracting me from the pain of the 

climb (if you need someone to take your mind off things, ask Sam Mellor about 

his coast to coast walk). 3 minutes quicker than schedule at the summit, and go. 

Skirt Stirrup Crag, a nice line I’d learnt a couple of weeks earlier. Up onto Red 

Pike, another 4 minutes quicker than scheduled time. Come on Joe, keep knocking 
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them off like this and I can make it, and what an achievement it would be having 

battled through these conditions. Over Scoat Fell then onto Steeple. Back onto 

Scoat Fell then disaster. I hadn’t realised just how strong the wind had got as it 

had been on our backs since Yewbarrow. As we turned East, and gained 

elevation, it hit from the side and just threw me around over the next section. I 

found it difficult to keep balanced, and the section I thought would be nice and 

quick became another slow, time losing section. On the ascent of Kirk Fell I 

called it a day. I knew to have any chance of keeping within 24 hours I needed to 

be on the summit of Great Gable within 15 minutes, and I would have to push it 

really, really hard from there. But there was no way I could get to the summit of 

Gable in under 45 minutes, let alone 15. Gutted. 

We bypassed Great Gable but carried on running the route to Honister. The cloud 

had just cleared by this point and blue skies were emerging. But it was still a 

ferocious wind. I was greeted by everyone who had supported me over the last 22 

hours. No words were needed to say that I wasn’t carrying on, we all knew I’d 

missed the cut-off. I was in good spirits though. Disappointed, but I was pleased 

with how strong I still felt. I knew I could have carried on, I wasn’t completely 

shattered, my mind wasn’t all over the place. I just couldn’t have moved fast 

enough in those conditions. It was relieving to hear that others who had started a 

Bob Graham attempt a bit later on the Friday evening had to bail a lot earlier than 

I did. It wasn’t just me finding it difficult. On the plus side, it meant we got to the 

pub earlier for a well-deserved couple of beers. 

Writing this article is the probably the first time I’ve really thought back about the 

attempt. In a similar way to both the Spine Challenger and the Ultra Tour of the 

Peak District, the bad memories fade away. Maybe the weather wasn’t actually as 

bad as I made out. If I didn’t feel shattered at the end, maybe I wasn’t trying hard 

enough. At the end of the day, I didn’t make it. But it wasn’t a failure. It was a 

hard day running, with a fantastic group of friends who are kind enough to give 

up their time, and sleep, to help me achieve a goal. For that I am grateful. Until 

next time… 

Note: The editor confirms it was difficult to stand up straight on the approach to 

Kirk Fell, and makes no comment on certain coast to coast walks. 
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North Yorkshire Moors 100 

104 miles - 12,000 ft ascent in 34 hrs 45 mins  

Barbara Clayton 

Friday, May 26 – we are on our way to Moulton, North Yorkshire and we’re feeling 

excited and nervous at the same time. We’ve got a big running adventure ahead 

of us, and the longest distance we’ll have ever run – hopefully!  

We arrive in York mid-afternoon and use the opportunity to have a little wander 

around – it’s a fabulous, hot day with the weather forecast promising/threatening 

with the same conditions for the entire weekend. Later on we arrive at the Premier 

Inn on the outskirts of York – our bed for the night and hopefully again on Sunday. 

Just thinking of returning to a real bed after the event makes me feel slightly giddy 

– too many times we have slept in the car, a tent, a hall or driven straight back 

home (to Buckinghamshire) after a long event.  

We have a very leisurely morning, since the event doesn’t start until 12 a.m. for 

runners. We slept reasonably well, and soon we’re on our way to Moulton, just a 

30 mins drive away. Once through registration, we have more time to have a cup 
of tea and toast, and then back to the car to get final preparations done. The 
worst part was the application of sun cream which I hate at the best of times, but 
absolutely vital! I felt like a greased chicken, ready for the oven.  

I now feel nerves building up 
slowly, but am trying to calm 

myself by thinking that we’ve 

done all the preparations and 

training, and really it’s not 

that much longer than a 

Fellsman – well actually, it’s 

another 42 miles on top of it, 
and that thought suddenly 

makes me feel sick. I’m 

trying not to show the panic I’m feeling, but then it’s too late – we are about to 
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start right in the hot midday sun. I’m trying to focus on getting into a comfortable 

running rhythm. This usually takes me about 15 – 17 miles. 

The first few miles seemed to be zipping away quite quickly and not long before 

we’ve reached the first CP (4.5 miles). Only 15 more CPs to go – yay! This is 

followed by a long run over Slingsby Banks, arriving at Hovingham CP soon after 
(#2, 10 miles). Thick, black clouds were hanging over us and angry thunder was 
threatening from above. I really wanted it to rain to relieve the incredible heat and 

stuffiness – but only a few minutes of a light sprinkling, which was very welcome. 

Now we were running over endless fields, fairly flat and helping to cover ground 
quickly. 

At Hutton-le-Hole CP (#4, 20 miles) we were ushered into a cramped downstairs 

room for a kit check (we’d been previously advised there would be a random 

check at some point during the race). I wasn’t happy, because this meant 

emptying my carefully packed vest, and in addition to that, I broke out in a major 
sweat (there were loads of people crammed into an incredibly hot and tiny space) 
and nearly had a nervous breakdown. The hall upstairs was also very busy and 
we only grabbed more water and quickly moved on. From there we progressed to 
a long moorland section heading for Rosedale Abbey. I felt happier being 
amongst peat and heather, and the field started to string out more, which meant 
the following checkpoints would be less busy. We were running well and both felt 
comfortable, despite the heat we coped really well. 

The next CP at Rosedale (#5, 32 miles) was a lot more relaxed and with a lot less 

people around, plus having ‘table service’ at all checkpoints was rather novel. 

Everybody was so helpful, filling up your drinks bottles/bladders and waiting on 
you hand and foot. 
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Around 8 p.m. we were climbing up to the Lion Inn (located at the highest point of 
the North York Moors at an elevation of 1,325 ft) and darkness was slowly 
creeping in, reaching the top feeling cool for the first time (very exposed and 
windy). We now put our head torches on to tackle the steep and awkward descent 
into Botton CP (#6, 40 miles). This was also another CP where we refuelled with 
soup and tea, and soon we were off again into the dark, joined by a couple of 
guys we were running with for the last couple of hours. It was a long, endless slog 
up the steep, slippery hillside above Botton towards Glaisdale Rigg. The Rigg 
gave a chance to stretch the legs again and the long ridge helped tick off more 
miles quickly. 

At the CP at Glaisdale (#7, 47 miles) we were greeted by marshals dressed in 
daffodil outfits and coal miners gear 

– they were folks from the South 

Wales LDWA – which was quite 

amusing. There I enjoyed my first 
ever taste of spaghetti hoops, 
followed by tinned peaches, which 
was all surprisingly rather lovely and 
slithered down my throat easily 
without having to chew. Exactly what 
was needed at that point in time, 
since we were both feeling a bit 
tired.  

From there we carried on towards Sleights, following the Esk Valley Way, through 
woods and tracks, moving at a good pace through the quiet night. At that point we 

both became more and more aware that we’d developed blisters, which was a 

first for me. The heat throughout the day and the constant running had definitely 
had a huge impact in that area. I tried to ignore it, but I had a moment of feeling 
slightly down once we reached 
the CP in Sleights (#8, 55 
miles).  

After having a little cry in the 
toilet, I felt rather relieved and 
was ready to carry on as if 
nothing ever happened. The 
dawn chorus was now in full 
song and the sky looked 
beautiful. Not long after we 
were steeply descending to 
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another CP at Fyling Hall (#10, 62 miles) where our one and only drop bag was 
waiting and the chance of a shower and full change of clothes was incredibly 

exciting. Mark’s feet looked a lot worse than mine – I only had one blister on my 

little left toe, but it hurt like hell so decided to pop it and put tape over it. In the hall 
was a breakfast buffet and a full cooked breakfast was on offer. Most people sat 
down to eat, but we decided to just grab a cup of beans and a slice of toast and 
walked back up the monster hill we came down earlier. Already the sun was 

strong and am sure I could make out a sinister grin on its face high up in the sky – 

or was I imagining that?! There was a breeze, but it was head on and the climb 
onto the moors was steep and draining. Once on the Coast to Coast path we 
moved quite well onto Falling Foss. After a quick stop there and into a sequence 
of stiff climbs which seemed to go on forever. By now our painful blisters were 
very apparent and I decided to have some pain killers, which seemed to do the 
trick for a bit. I seemed to be a lot more vocal about mine compared to Mark, but I 
always found that expressing any form of discomfort verbally, does help to ease 
the pain to a certain degree. 

On the way Goathland CP (#11, 74 miles), there was a hard stretch with a 
moorland climb, followed by a long, stony ridge, dotted with cairns which lead to a 
forest estate. The forest path seemed to go on forever and always rising. At the 
CP we had more ice cream, which seemed to be my favourite food source for 
most of the day. Very easy on the stomach, refreshing and quite nutritious. 

From now it was downhill all the 
way to Thornton-le-Dale CP 

(#15, 92 miles) – which of 

course wasn’t true at all. There 

was quite a nasty hill a short 
way in, and although our legs 
felt really good still, our blisters 
felt like we were running on hot 
coals. I really wanted to scream 

and cry, but I didn’t – well not at 

that point anyway, so instead I 
tried to ignore the pain and it did 
work at times. Mark on the other 
hand being very composed and seemingly calm. 

The last 10 miles or so mainly comprised long, straight tracks with right-angle 
junctions, across flat, featureless land. It was torturous, painful on our feet and 
mindless. Darkness was starting to set in again. I started to see things and 
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everything seemed to be moving in a strange way. Suddenly I saw a huge raptor 

on the side of the track, eating some road kill. It wasn’t actually real – it was only a 

puddle. At times I was looking at Mark, who was running ahead of me, and he 

looked like a totally different person. I really can’t quite explain it, but I guess they 

were some kind of hallucinations due to mental/physical exhaustion. By now I was 

also moaning and swearing a lot – I just wanted it to end so the pain of my blister 

would stop! Poor Mark was quiet and probably thinking what a crazy madwoman 

he’s married to. 

Finally we reached the road leading to the school – one last uphill to the finish 

line. The best feeling ever! We both collapsed on chairs at the finish just inside 
the entrance hall. 

Freshly made omelettes were on offer, and I was really looking forward to it, but 
once it arrived I felt incredibly queasy and had to lie on the floor with my legs up 

on a chair….. while Mark heartily tucked into his! I just about managed a slice of 

toast, and then we dragged our battered bodies to the car to drive the short 

distance to the hotel. At last, a bath and a bed….heavenly!!  

Would we do it again – maybe not immediately – but as with many things, if you 

wait long enough, you might just forget about all the painful aspects of it and find 
yourself signing up for another one ;-) 

This event was run by the LDWA and each year they put on an annual 100 
challenge with a unique/different route around the country. It was impeccably 
organised and the amount of checkpoints (and quality of food/drink/support) was 

impressive, with a very modest entry fee…..especially when compared to say 

what you pay/get at the Lakeland 100. Would thoroughly recommend it for 
anybody considering a LDWA 100 event in the future. 

The Dukeries 30 

Catherine Robertson 

With no marathon on the horizon this year, I was hoping to have the time (and the 

energy) for a new challenge.  The Dukeries is a 30 mile trail race which starts in 

the heart of Sherwood Forest.  Participants are allowed to run with their dog and 

there is also a 40 mile option for those wishing to go the extra mile, or 10! It is a 
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relatively flat route which takes in Cresswell Crags, Clumber Park and the 

Welbeck Estate.  Jan, my ‘main man’ when it comes to running, had done the 

Dukeries the previous year and had loved it.  I am very much a road runner and 

although I have dabbled in trail racing, I had never contemplated anything of this 

magnitude before.  Jan tried to lure me in with the promise of regular food 

stations en route (those of you who know me well will know that food features 

prominently in my life!)  She also assured me that despite the increase in distance, 

it would be a whole different ball game to running a marathon.   

 

Talking of marathons….for the past two years, I have run a Spring marathon.  

Each time, I have followed my training schedule to the letter.  This wasn’t the 

case with the Dukeries, however.  I had signed up for the Sheffield Half so for the 

first few months of the year, all my energy was poured into training for that.  In 

addition to this, Jan was hampered by injury in January and February so our runs 

together were very sporadic.  Then she had the cheek to take herself off to New 

Zealand for a holiday for the whole of March!!  So, with Jan back on British soil 

and the Sheffield Half out of the way, we had a month to prepare for the Dukeries.  

With so little time left, our longest training run was only 20 miles.   

 

Before we knew it, the day had dawned – an apt phrase indeed, considering I was 

up before 4.30am on race day!  I think I was more worried about getting up at that 

time than I was about the race itself.  I even had a couple of glasses of wine with 

my pasta the night before to help me nod off.  I like a drink as much as the next 

person (probably more so than most!) but this is unheard of for me before a race 

or even a long training run.  I must admit I found it hard to eat my poached eggs 

on toast at the unearthly hour of 5am!  We were to arrive by 6.30am to collect our 

race numbers and for the pre-race briefing before the 7.30am start.  The Dukeries 

is organised by Ronnie Staton, a very enthusiastic runner/coach with a great sense 

of humour.  The briefing (along with Ronnie’s pre-race day emails) set the tone 

for the event and I knew it was going to be unlike anything I had ever experienced 

before. 

 

Jan’s advice on how to approach the day was spot on.  We certainly weren’t going 

to race it, we wouldn’t even be precious about running it all - if we wanted to 

walk in places,  we would.  We would keep to a steady pace, not get out of breath 

and we would stop at the food stations to refuel.  In fact, afterwards, Jan said the 

hardest part of the race was getting me away from the refreshments! 

 

It was very liberating to run at a much steadier pace than usual and not get hung 

up on achieving a certain time.  During both marathons, I have been very aware of 
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my average pace and have constantly checked my Garmin to make sure I was on 

track to finish in the time I was aiming for.  The Dukeries was a much more 

laidback affair altogether.  We had time to admire the scenery (Cresswell Crags 

was my personal favourite) and I loved chatting to fellow runners en route.  There 

was a great camaraderie between people taking part and the marshals and 

volunteers at the food stations were really positive and encouraging. 

 

Even though for long stretches there was no-one in front of the two of us, the 

course was very well marked and not once did we get lost (apart from the car 

journey on the way home but that’s a different story!)  As we approached the 20 

mile mark, Jan commented that we were about to enter unknown territory but 

surprisingly we were OK  - probably because we knew there was a food station 

coming up at mile 24, which was the opportunity for a bit of a break.  I think 

miles 26-28 were the toughest – they seemed to go on forever.  But then we knew 

the end was in sight and this gave me my second wind.  The total distance was 

actually 30.8 miles and I reckon we walked less than 2 miles over the whole 

course.   

 

A couple of days later when the provisional results came out, Jan noticed that her 

finishing time was 4 minutes slower than mine.  This couldn’t be right – we had 

stuck together the 

whole way through and 

finished at exactly the 

same time.  When Jan 

queried this, she was 

told she’d had four 

minutes added on to her 

time due to the fact 

she’d been running 

with a dog!  Now I 

know I don’t look my 

best when I’m running 

(certainly not after 30 miles) but we both thought this was a bit of a cheek.  It 

didn’t half make us laugh though!  As it was, we finished in 5 hours 46 minutes 

which put us in the top half of the field.  The Dukeries was without doubt one of 

the highlights of my running journey so far and as Jan said afterwards, “It is 

amazing what the body can achieve when you push yourself.”  I couldn’t agree 

more Mrs H.  Thanks for persuading me to take part – I loved every minute of it. 
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The Dolomites 

Hazel Farnell 

The Dolomites is a popular trail running area in Italy with Cortina D’Ampezzo as a 
central running hub. This year, Joe 
and I visited for 4 days as part of our 
honeymoon and we will definitely 
be returning.  
For anyone wanting to visit, there is 
a website (www.dolomiti.org), which 
gives suggested routes from 
Cortina. Whilst in Cortina, we ran 
one of these routes and it was lovely 

and quiet, although be prepared – you will need the map!  
We also created 2 of our own routes:  

• Lake Sorapis – 11km with 800m climb – beautiful lake run.  
• Tre Cime –10km with 450m climb – around the iconic 3 peaks of the 
Dolomites.  

In addition to these routes, there is a running festival held in June with the 
following races:  

• Cortina Trial 48km; 2,600m climb  
• Laveredo Ultra 120km; 5,800m 
climb  
• Cortina Sky Race 20km; 1,000m 
climb  

The Dolomites is a beautiful mountainous 
area. It can be very hot, map reading and conditions underfoot can be tough, but 
it is worth it for the views!  
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Yorkshire Mountain Bike Marathon 

4th June 2017 

Mandy Moore 

Mandy’s account 

This was a huge challenge for me, to not only ride a bike again, but to do an off-

road event (not allowed to call it a race) which meant I had to summon up all my 

courage. There were three distances - 25k, 40k and 80k (2 x 40k laps), all within 

the 12,000 acre picturesque Birdsall Estate near Pocklington, York. This is such a 

beautiful part of the world and our Airbnb the night before, overlooked a field 

where we watched a barn owl flying back and forth to feed its young – fabulous. 

The event was advertised as being on single tracks, forest paths, trails, fields and 

took in the deserted medieval village of Wharram Percy, most tracks are not open 

to the public. When Andrew asked if I wanted to have a go at the 25km event, in 

my mind I thought ‘East Yorkshire is pretty flat & even I can manage 25km’ so I 

signed up. Andrew was doing the 80km, so it was a good chance for a night away 

in a different part of our amazing county, so off we went. 

I was very relaxed at the start as I intended to take my time, not take any risks & 

get back safely to have a picnic in the field while waiting for Andrew. When the 

organiser started talking about ‘magical descents’ the alarm bells rang but I 

remember Andy Platts saying to me that I could always get off. The ‘magical 

descents’ turned out to be many but 4 in particular heart attack inducing suicide 

drops and so Andy Platts advice was used many times and I got on and off my 

bike all morning , usually voluntary but once involuntary resulting in a bruised 

knee & some blood (no Anglessey incidents today). 

Some of the course I really did enjoy , like the grassy paths around Wharram 

Percy but the  steep, uneven, slippery bits in the woods are definitely not my 

thing, which is weird because if I was running then these would be my favourite 

bits. I did get back safely & had a huge picnic then fell asleep in the sun while 

waiting for Andrew so I did achieve what I set out to do.  

Many of you know me to be a nervous cyclist (and with good reason I think!) but 

I dug in despite being petrified and knackered, and completed my event so was 
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very proud. Most people there were experienced MTB riders used to these events 

and very few completed their distances.. Initially apx 85 people had entered the 

80km and only apx 15 finished, other people dropped from the 40km to the 25km 

etc so this makes me more pleased that I battled on and was very pleased to come 

in under 2hours 30 and so achieve a ‘silver medal’ placing. 

Andrew’s trivia  

During our lunch stop the day before, overlooking the superb green, seemingly 

deserted massive expanse of the Vale of York, I’d try to allay Mandy’s fears with 

the immortal words ‘Look how flat it is love, there’s no hills here to worry about’. 

Oh dear!! 

I’ve found that the beauty of these MTB events, is that your pre-race diet differs 

drastically from Fell Races and Triathlons, whereby the night before, instead of 

pasta and more pasta, you can have 5 (ish!) pints, a black pudding and bacon 

tower starter, followed by a seafood mixed grill (no chips!) and a nightcap. Then 

for breccy, instead of porridge and more porridge, you can have a Full English 

(but with black pudding conspicuous by its absence). 

It was a rolling start that took you ‘wham’straight into 1 mile climb on a track that 

degenerated into a grassy field that was like cycling through treacle and just as I’d 

promised myself I was going to cycle all the way up (on the first lap anyway), I 

hit a rut and it was keel over/dismount and push time. Then after a 2 mile raz 

along a bridleway, came two of the scariest decents in some dark woods I’ve ever 

come across 

The fact the organisers had meticulously sprayed every tree root fluoro orange, 

just seemed to highlight how dangerous the decents were, but I got away 

unscathed with my only thought being after my previous days assertion, that ’If 

Mandy has to go down there, then I’m for the high-jump’. Well she did, but 

remarkably I escaped unchastised. 

The rest of the 40k lap included two wonderful seemingly 1in1, 100 yard grassy 

decents, where your only option was to hold on and pray and go down full 

throttle, as using the brakes just seemed to make the back of the bike want to 

overtake the front. The most surreal part of the day, was that the Estate Owner had 

decided that the course should go on combine harvester tracks through his green 

waste high wheat fields. He was obviously an enthusiast, as evidenced by two 

serious looking MTBs parked either side of the Estate House front door(s) at the 
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start. A lot of the course I think he’d just gone round on a sit down mover and cut 

a path where he wanted and thought it would be good fun – can’t be bad eh!  

Towards the end of lap 1, a bit of doubt crept in – did I really want to do another 

identical lap as well as keep Mandy waiting a long time?  But as she was still on 

the course, she wasn’t there to ask ☺ and as my first lap had taken 2hours 50 

mins, a ‘Gold Medal’ time of under 6 hours was in reach if I kept my act together. 

So suitably re-fuelled with flapjack off I went on lap2. The two decents in the 

trees were no less scary, but this time I noticed that there was a marked ’easy 

route’ option, which my bike decided it didn’t want to turn towards and take, so it 

was heart in mouth time again. As with any two lap events in any sport, the 

second seems to take nowhere near as long as the first and in a pleasingly near 

identical time to the first lap I crossed the line in 5hrs 40mins only to be told by 

Mandy I’d have to redo the last 200 yards for the camera  

It was such an enjoyable and fulfilling weekend for both of us, I can thoroughly 

recommend it for next year as I will need some company as Mandy subtly 

commented that she ‘may not be doing it again’ which was surprisingly as close 

as I came to a b*****king for suggesting we did it in the first place. Note to self 

though- if you are going to pay through the nose for a ‘dropper’ seat post on your 

bike, then remember to use it!! 

80km   Andrew Moore  5:41:25   2nd V50 – gold medal time 

25km Mandy Moore  2:25:59  2ND FV50- silver medal time 

 

Fourth Place is the Worst Place to Come! 

Fiona Kesteven 

May has been a month of ups and downs for Team Kesteven. 

My recent race wins include the Rother Valley 10k, where I came first female, 

followed by the fourth and final race on the South Yorkshire Athletics 

Association Road League where I won my age group! 

I also competed in one of the biggest races of the season – the European 

Championship Duathlon –but I was pipped out of a bronze medal by just 15 

seconds! 

Preparation for the event in Soria, Spain didn’t quite go to plan either, with our 

accommodation being cancelled with only a week to go. This resulted in us 

spending a few stressful days madly searching for somewhere else! 
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Thankfully, me and four team mates from Sheffield realised we had fallen lucky 

as our last-minute accommodation was right next to the race start! 

The next day was all about bike pick-up, race registration and we cycled and ran 

the course. The event was a sprint distance duathlon, which consists of a 5km run, 

followed by a 20km bike and then on to a final 2.5 km run. 

As reigning European Champion in my age group, the pressure was on with very 

stiff competition from both the Brits and 

the Spanish (who love duathlon). On the 

day of the race, nerves kicked in. We 

gathered in the town square with music 

booming out of the loud speakers and 

were placed in ‘holding pens’. My pen 

was then moved to the race start and the 

gun went to signal it was time to go. 

I headed off on the run feeling relatively 

strong. I got through the first 5km without 

a hitch, and it was the on to the cycling. 

The bike route was hilly and quite hard – 

powering up the hills was taking it out of 

my legs. Shortly into the second run, I 

realised I didn’t have much power in my 

legs and a couple of the girls started to 

overtake me. At this point, I was in second 

place in my age group but in the last 

stretch, two other girls overtook me. When 

I finished, I was disappointed to find out I had been pipped out of a bronze medal 

by just 15 seconds. I was absolutely devastated! 

However, a month later, I can be more positive; I had the second fastest bike split 

and I came eighth overall (5th Brit) of 150 girls. My age group is extremely 

competitive and, had I been in any of the other (5 year) age groups, I would have 

gotten a medal. Plus, if it was easy it wouldn’t be worth training for, so although I 

am disappointed to come so close to getting a medal, it just wasn’t my race on the 

day. 

Next, it’s onwards to more significant races; European Championship 

qualification (for 2018) in Strathclyde at the end of May and then the European 

Championship Triathlon Championships in Dusseldorf at the end of June. 

It has always been my dream to represent TeamGB, so I feel incredibly lucky to 

be able to wear my kit and represent my country in so many races. Unfortunately, 

age group triathletes don’t receive any funding or assistance from British 
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Triathlon so I am immensely grateful to Redbrik for their support throughout my 

training. 

 

Sheffield Half Pint Marathon World 

Record 

Richard Bulmer 

Thursday, 25th May, a warm early summer evening and 

an Olympicesque challenge. Thornbridge And True 

North Breweries came up with idea of Half Pint 

Marathon involving 13 pubs throughout our hilly city 

with a distance of 10 miles between the pubs.  

 

And even better they designed a brew specifically to 

drink on the challenge, The 

Wall a tasty American Pale 

Ale. And even better they 

contribute to the wonderful 

charity Mind Sheffield for every Half Pint supped. 

  

Andy Bragg and I are 

always up for an 

opportunity to run and 

replenish our thirst with a 

tasty brew. But we wanted 

to make it interesting so we 

decided to set a world 

record time. First we needed 

to know the world record. 

So a few calculations were needed. What time would 

Mo Farah or even Totley Athletic Club's own Steve 

Franklin manage this feat of orienteering, running and 

supping.  

The calculations. Mo would run the distance in 50 minutes. He'd have 10 minutes 

asking directions. 10 minutes adhering to the green cross code to ensure roads 

safely. He'd politely sign autographs and pose for selfies for 20 minutes. Mo 

would take 10 minutes for visits to the gents and each Half Pint of The Wall 
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would take 10 minutes. Therefore the world record Mo would set would be 4 

hours.  

Andy and I are intrepid and ambitious 

beer runners so we set off from the Coach 

on Wagon at 5.50pm after our first half. 

Our official Sheffield Half Pint Marathon 

card had been stamped. The first call was 

The Broadfield one mile away. A friendly 

barman poured a chilled glass of water in 

response to our already sweating brows. 

The second half was quaffed. Next the 

Brothers Arms which involved a little 

head scratching to remember which road to run up. The clock was ticking and 

we'd finished our third half in 37 minutes. Mo would have still been posing for 

selfies in the Broadfield so we were ahead. But it's a half marathon not a sprint.  

 

The next three pubs involved climbs in the hilly 

streets of Sheffield, route disputes and puzzled 

looks of drinkers enjoying a chilled pint while we 

sweated and queued for service. We had covered 

The Stag, The Greystones and The York. We'd 

covered 6 pubs and 7 miles in  2 hours. Mo Farah 

would have just been doing a wee in The 

Greystones as we athletically left The York and 

headed to Walkley and The Hallamshire House.  

The next stage involved The University Arms and 

the city centre trio of The Bath Hotel, The Forum 

and The Old House. We were joined by Bert, the 

Norfolk Terrier support team in The Forum.  

As we left the Forum we'd completed 11 half pints 

and 8.5 miles in 2 hours 40 minutes. Mo Farah 

would have been still in The University Arms 

discussing the merits of fell running with Steve 

Franklin.  

The last two pubs in Kelham Island were 

negotiated with skill and panache. A sprint finish from The Kelham Island to the 

Riverside Inn and a breathless downing of a final half pint of The Wall was 

greeted by 3000 cheering Sheffielders applauding our astonishing feat of running, 

supping, finding the loo, patiently queuing at the bar and following the green 

cross code. 
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The world record was safe. 3 hours 9 minutes and 6 seconds.  

Mo and Steve were last seen in the city centre heading to the Leadmill after a half 

pint of The Wall in The Bath Hotel in search of some indie disco dancing. 

 

Race Reports 
Silkstone Shuffle, 18/03/17 

Mandy Moore 

A hilly 4.5mile race on track, trail, fields & glorious mud but no river crossing, 

which is the only thing letting down this friendly event. This was the 50th running 

of the Shuffle and a record number of people ran. There was an altered finish to 

the last time I ran, the new route avoided two thigh killing stiles & so improved 

the finish. This was a course pw for me by quite a margin but I was glad to be 

back running & now I have something to improve on as the series  goes on. 

1)  Kevin Doyle Kimberworth  27:24 

24)  Julie Wilson  Hallamshire  32:42 1st lady 

(2nd lady was also a Julie & 3rd lady a Julia) 

118) Mandy Moore Totley   45:05  159 finished 

 

London Marathon, 23/04/17 

Colin Lynch 

April for me means the London Marathon which is often apart from park runs my 

only road race of the year. On the Friday before the race after collecting my race 

pack from the Excel Centre in Docklands I headed south to see the Victorian 

dinosaur statues in Crystal Palace Park. This allowed me to use almost all the 

modes of public transport available in London; tube, Docklands Light Railway, 

Emirates Airline cable car, river bus (both of which provide excellent views), 

suburban trains, bus and Croydon trams. On Saturday to continue an anorak 

approach to marathon preparation I watched Hampton and Richmond win two one 

away at Welling in the National League South. 

 

On race morning the railway journey to Greenwich was a mix of experienced 

runners and those far more nervous.. It was oddly warm as I walked through the 
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town though fortunately it cooled off by race time. I reached the small Green Start 

and relaxed whilst preparing though unlike last year I was unable to locate any 

other Totlies. 

 

I remained relaxed in the pen for the ninety seconds it took to cross the line and 

for the first few crowded miles before the steady downhill to Woolwich. 

Redevelopment has caused large amounts of the course to become a series of 

modern flats, offices and chain restaurants though often I suspect changes may not 

extend much beyond the main road. Every year a particular feature of the race 

seems particularly prominent to me. This time it was the music along the route 

starting within a few hundred yards as a solo trumpeter played the theme from 

Rocky. This was followed by some jazz bands, Japanese drummers under the 

flyover in Southwark and a steel band in Bermondsey. There were also plenty of 

sound systems providing inspirational music such as ‘Don't Stop Believing’ 

though I was glad I did not have to stand next to one of them. 

 

I had an optimistic target of 3 hours 15 minutes and for the first half stayed with 

the appropriate pacer. Unfortunately by fifteen miles I was struggling to keep in 

touch with my attempt to speed up forlorn. Sadly I was not the only Totley who 

was struggling as I passed Ian and Phil before I reached the Tower of London. By 

this stage it had become a mental challenge with the promise of seeing a friend of 

mine on the 23 mile water station keeping me going.  

 

After that it was tough though I managed to finish in fairly good order maybe 

losing three minutes in the last six miles. Wondering what the race medal and t-

shirt would look like helped motivate me through those miles. Whilst I thought 

the former was excellent the later featuring an ice cream with Big Ben as the flake 

and the Shard as the cone was not to everyone's taste. Going through the goody 

bag is one of the great traditions of the marathon particularly trying to find things 

to eat and drink. This year it featured protein balls, chocolate milk substitute and 

nixwax though the later is not recommended for post race consumption.  I would 

however recommend the free glass of Moet et Chandon that All Bar One were 

offering to all finishers. 

 

The Totley turnout was lower than in previous years with only Ian, Pat Jeremy 

and I making the T meeting place off Horse Guards’ Parade (though other people 

may have missed us). I apologise if I have missed anyone from the results. Whilst 

my times become slower year after year I should still be able to claim a good for 

age place for next year. That may be my swansong for the London Marathon 

which is a shame as I really enjoy it as a race and a wonderful day out. 
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1 Daniel Wanjiru  2:05:48 

1 Mary Keitany  2:17:01 

3464 Giacomo Squintani 3:13:05 

4493 Colin Lynch  3:19:24 

5253 Ian Bradbury  3:24:22 

5372 Philip Kelly  3:25:02 

7901 Rachel Bird  3:38:16 

10842 Jane Kirby  3:51:27 

12754 Pat Goodall  3:57:58 

25630 Jeremy Brayshaw 4:50:03 

25662 Andrew Waind  4:50:11 

 

Rother Valley 10K, 07/05/17 

Mandy Moore  

Having been extremely lazy for month on end I decided that I should get racing 
again & that RV 10k would be a good start; I traveled to the race with Yvonne 
who is always good company but I hadn’t  realised that it was a club champs race 
& so it was great to see so many other Totlies there & to stand on the start line 
with Carol & Cressida again and chatting to everyone after the race. Unlike a 
previous year when the race was so low key that they didn’t bother with results! 
This year was chip timing & apart from a few issues (where is the start, no prize 
for the women’s team but there was one for the mens) it was well organized, 
they even had pacers. I’d never run with a pacers before so decided to slot in 
behind the sub-50 mins pacer and thought I was doing okay until the windy 
corner at the end of the lake & I fell behind. Everyone seemed to be pleased with 
their performances despite the wind & it was a great day for Totley on the 
podium – well done all. 

1 Callum Elson   34:37 

4 Matt Sedgewick  Totley 37:27  1st V40 

7 Thomas Beaumont  37:39 

 Mark Goodison   39:47  2nd V50 

 Fiona Kesteven   39:55  1st F 

 Bryan Bradwell   39:58 

 Matt Burden   40:28 

 Helen Longden   41:25  2nd F 
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 Caz Kay   43:21 4th F 

 Anne Hegerty   44:43 1st FV50 

 Yvonne Twelvetree  46:39  1st FV60 

 Will Alves   48:20 2nd V60 

 Charlotte Goodison  51:39 

 Emma Anderson  52:21 

 Mandy Moore   52:30 

 Carol Parsons   54:35 

 Cressida Pearce   54:45 

 John Kerr   58:42 

 

Holymoorside 10K, 14/05/17 

Mandy Moore 

I’ve wanted to run this race for a few years as everyone says what a great course it 

is. It was a fabulous morning to drive to this scenic village & I immediately met 

up with Di Clewes & her family. After watching Di & her granddaughter do the 6 

laps of the playing fields as a fun run I headed off to warm up and I was well 

warned about the hill at the start. The course is approximately 4km uphill quite 

steeply & then 6km winding back down through great countryside. To be honest, I 

thought the course would really suit me but my hamstring had other ideas and 

‘popped’ at 8.5km so I had to very painfully hobble home for the last 2km: 

Marcus met me on the finish line with an ice pack , the St John Ambulance 

strapped my leg & that was me out of running for 6+ weeks ho hum. I would like 

to nominate Marcus Adams for kneeling on the grass & applying an ice pack to 

the back of my hamstring – it can’t have been a good view!  You did receive a 

very nice wicking t-shirt and great to see they did XS for us tiny people. 

1 Colin Davenport Matlock  36:36 

32 Helena Schofield NE Derby  42:48 

21 Mark Goodison  Totley  41:26 

57 Louise Perrins    45:35 

66 Marcu Adams    46:05 

98 Rob Bakewell    48:19 

224 Mandy Moore    58:12 

254 Di Clewes    60:52  330 finished 
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Hathersage Hurtle, 21/05/17 

Colin Lynch 

This new twenty mile race taking in a variety of peak district scenery clearly 

modelled on the Grindleford Gallop was blessed with fine weather.  

Unsurprisingly there were far more Totley women than men in the field of over 

two hundred.  The course included fields and some proper fell terrain though the 

majority was on good tracks or indeed proper roads.  On one road many of the 

runner had chance to enjoy a display of vintage tractors heading the other way. 

 

From the start just south of the Derwent Mark was one of a leading group that 

broke away.  Hazel, Kate, a runner from Buxton and I spent almost the entire race 

battling for about tenth place suggesting we paced ourselves well.  I enjoyed some 

fine views from the long horseshoe around Shatton Moor.  After crossing the 

main road at the garden centre near Bradwell station it was good running north on 

the Thornhill trail. 

 

At this stage I was trailing Hazel and Kate though I passed them on the long road 

climb from Yorkshire Bridge to Dennis Knoll below Stanage having the distinct 

advantage of wearing road shoes. Despite being passed by two other runners who 

had clearly saved 

their strength early 

on I felt alright on 

Stanage the first 

piece of genuine fell 

terrain. This was 

followed by the 

Green Drive across 

Burbage and then the 

other section of 

genuine off road 

running the decent of 

Padley Gorge. I struggled on this with Kate passing me at the bottom before she 

pulled away on the final section along the Derwent to be first woman home. 

 

Mark had taken an excellent third with the winner apparently being fifteen 

minutes faster than the organisers expected. Hazel and Despina completed a 

Totley clean sweep of the women's podium whilst Penny and Pat took age 
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category prizes.  At the finish there were some food stalls together with Farmer's 

Blonde retailing at £3 per pint. 

 

Having finished well up the field and not seen the results I was optimistic of a 

veteran forty prize. However, when I saw that many of the prizes were treated 

logs known as Swedish Candles for burning at an outdoor event I was relieved to 

be outside the prizes.  This was because I did not wish to carry home a large piece 

of wood on the train and also because I live in a flat without a garden.  The prize 

list was somewhat varied with some Totlies taking home logs and money or 

vouchers whilst Hazel won two scoops of ice cream for coming second. Another 

strong set of Totley results with apologies to anyone I have missed out as club 

was not always listed. 

Whilst the course may feature too much road for the purist fell runner and the 

tough section may put off some road runners I am sure it will become more 

popular. The Grindleford Gallop sells out in fifteen minutes and it would not be 

surprising if the Hathersage Hurtle does so as well soon. 

1 James Rose  Steel City 2:23:46 

3 Mark Anderson    2:29:59 

9 Kate Hastings  1st woman 2:39:10 

11 Colin Lynch    2:39:57 

13 Hazel Tant  2nd woman 2:41:43 

16 Despina Berdeni 3rd woman 2:50:10 

29 Penny Sadler  1st veteran 40 3:01:22 

62 Pat Goodall  1st veteran 60 3:18:15 

76 Susannah Wall    3:25:54 

82 Simon Walkden    3:28:09 

84 Clare Howarth    3:29:44 

128 Claire Conway    3:45:48 

148 Becky Boston    3:56:14 

156 Lindsay Evans    4:00:34 

157 Caryl Hartwright   4:02:27 

160 Diane Evans    4:09:05 

232 Julie Bulmer    7:54:11 

233 Richard Bulmer    7:54:17  236 started 
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Recipes 
A few club runners have taken part in the Vegan 3K in Wales. A condition of 

entry is you must eat vegan food. Are energy gels vegan? So what do you eat to 

keep going? 
Vegan Choc-Raisin Energy Balls! 

Susie Wall 

This is a recipe I adapted from Aine Carlin’s 

cookbook, and they are great! They are 

portable enough to pack in a bum-bag and 

full of healthy energy to fuel your long run. 

You need: 

 100g oats 

 150g raisins 

 4 tablespoons of almond butter (or peanut butter if your husband isn’t 

allergic!) 

 3 tablespoons of chia seeds (optional) 

 3 tablespoons of cocoa powder, plus extra for dusting 

 1 teaspoon vanilla extract 

 A pinch of salt 

1. Soak your raisins to make them soften and become sticky. Put them in 

water for at least an hour, then drain. 

2. Put the oats in a food processor and blend to a powder. Add the rest of the 

ingredients and blitz the mixture in short blasts until it becomes sand-like. 

It should shape into balls when squeezed. 

3. Put the mixture out onto a chopping board and shape into about 12 even-

sized balls (each one needs about ½ tablespoon of mixture). 

4. Leave to set in the fridge overnight and dust with cocoa powder before 

serving. Enjoy on the run or as a post-race recovery treat! Yum! 
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Chilean Bean Stew with Tomato Salad 

Corin Leach 

Serves: 6 

Prep time: 15 minutes 

Cooking time: 30-40 minutes 

Chilean Tomato Salad 

 • 5 ripe plum tomatoes, sliced 

 • 1 medium red onion, thinly sliced 

 • 4 tablespoons olive oil 

 • 2 tablespoons fresh lime juice 

 • handful of chopped coriander 

 • salt and freshly ground pepper 

 1 Arrange the tomatoes and red 

onions on a large plate or bowl. 

 2 Whisk the lime juice and olive oil 

together and season with salt and 

freshly ground pepper to taste. 

 3 Pour evenly over the top of the 

salad and garnish with chopped 

coriander. 

Stew Ingredients 

 • 4 tablespoons olive oil 

 • 1 medium onion, chopped 

 • 1 red pepper, chopped 

 • 2 leeks, cut in half lengthwise then cut in thin semi circles 

 • 1 tablespoon smoked 

paprika *can substitute 

regular paprika but the 

smoked variety adds a 

wonderful flavour 

 • 1 tablespoon dried oregano 

 • 1/2 teaspoon ground black 

pepper 

 • 1 tablespoon fine polenta 

 • 450g peeled, deseeded and 

cubed pumpkin *can 

substitute butternut squash or similar 

 • 3 corn cobs, kernels chopped off the cob 
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 • 400g can of butter beans, drained and rinsed 

 • 400g can haricot beans, drained and rinsed 

 • 725ml vegetable stock 

 • Handful of chopped basil leaves 

 • Salt to taste 

Equipment 

 • Knife 

 • Chopping board 

 • Stock pot or heavy based casserole 

 • Wooden spoon 

 • Peeler 

 Cooking Method Stew 

 1 Heat the oil in the stockpot over a medium heat, once hot add the onion, 

pepper and leeks sautéing until soft. 

 2 Stir in the paprika, oregano, black pepper and polenta then add the 

pumpkin, corn, drained beans and vegetable stock. 

 3 Bring to a gentle boil and simmer until the pumpkin is soft but not 

breaking down. 

 4 Stir occasionally to prevent sticking and add a little more water if 

necessary. The sauce will become thick and hearty. 

 5 Add the chopped basil and season to taste. 

 6 Serve in a bowl topped with Chilean salad and chopped coriander leaves.  

  

http://www.proware-kitchen.co.uk/product/copper-stockpot-24cm/
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Prize Crossword by Brozky 

 

Prize is a Lowe Alpine belt 

pack. 

Email a photo of your 

completed puzzle to 

rozmassey@hotmail.com by 

Sept 30th.  

Winner will be announced in 

the next Totley Magazine.  

 

Across: 

5. A plague on this race! (4) 

6. A nautical photographer? (4) 

8. Gym instructor eats one for a wild 

animal’s race (3) 

9. Mixed shade at this hill race (5) 

10. Ms Clancy may run fast here! (5) 

11. A man of Coniston (3) 

13. Sounds like Oliver Twist may ask to 

run here (4) 

14. Mixed up nastiness gives 

Wadsworth perhaps (4) 

Down: 

1. A race for a lad? (4) 

2. Heavy fort provides an evening race 

(9) 

3. Mandy and Andy aren’t soft! (9) 

4. Pat’s golden cat? (4) 

7. Hallam’s old race? (5) 

10. No short arms (or legs) in this valley 

(4) 

12. London’s 16-mile island? (4) 
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Keep on running! 


